10 PROVED SIGNS HE
PRETENDS TO LOVE YOU!
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He insists on a secret relationship.
Secret relationships have a limited life. That can’t survive long.
The guys who take the relationships as time passes tend to make
a secret relationships.

Affection in public.
When he will be with you among those, he will be affectionate
towards you. All will admire his love and care for you. Even you
will be satisfied by his dealings.

Priority to physical intimacy.
After food, physical intimacy is the natural desire of human
beings. But physical intimacy without spiritual harmony is an
animal trait.

Avoiding communication.
When it comes to those guys who are pretending to love, they
avoid communication. First, they will prevent communication in a
good mood.

Helplessness while asking for availability.
Those who pretend to love will come to the point of flattering
when they are in need. And when you will ask for their helping
hand or availability.

His mistrust of you.
Whenever there will be something trustworthy, he will try to be
at length with you. This height of selfishness is the trait of fake
people and their fake love.

He will not give you priority.
We can’t help giving priority to those who are dear and near
ones to us. Even when they are not with us physically, we think
about them.

His fake love and hypocritical behavior.
They are the masters of fake and pretending love. They will
show you that none can love you more than them, but actually
they will not even care for you.

His unavailability on crucial points.
You can recall on how many occasions you asked or called him
for help and he had come with a big yes. On how many occasions
he was with you, with all his availability.

Less appreciative, more critical.
He is always courteous and possesses a sweetness of tongue for
her. Even if he finds issues, he tries to adjust instead of being
critical.
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